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Part – A   (10 X 1 = 10 Marks) 

I. Answer ALL the following objective question.(Choose the Correct Answer)          

1. Multimedia ______________ are being used in a variety of different fields. 

a) Graphics   b) Applications    c) Programs   d) Visuals 

2. ___________ and animations are frequently used to make computer games thrilling and 

realistic. 

a) Images   b) Special effects        c) Graphics        d) High-end graphics 

3. AVI stands for ___________________ 

a) Audio Video Interleaved    b) Audio Video Interface 

c) Audio Video Interchange                       d) Audio Video Inter-related 

4. ______ element of multimedia application gives a lot of information in small duration of time 

a) text    b) image   c) video   d) clip arts 

5. Special effect for sound could be added using sound editing program called _____________ 

a) sound echo   b) sound task   c) sound page   d) sound forge 

6. A video consists of a sequence of ___________________. 

a) frames   b) signals   c) packets   d) slots 

7. A ____________ file uses a much more complex technique. 

a) BMP   b) GIF    c) JPEG   d) JPG 

8. HTML stands for ______________________. 

a) HyperTest Markup Language    b) HyperText Markup Language 

c) HypeTransfer Markup Language   d) HyperText Mark Language 

9. Multimedia files stored on a remote server are delivered to a client across the network using a 

technique known as ____________. 

a) download   b) streaming   c) flowing   d) leaking 

10. ______________ is an important component used in many multimedia applications.  They are 

characters that are used to create word, sentence and paragraphs. 

a) graphics   b) animation   c) text    d) audio 

 



Part – B (5 X 4 = 20 Marks) 

II. Answer ALL the questions for the following. Write not more than 200 words each.                                           

11. a) Examine the brief history of multimedia. 

(OR) 

b) Mention the resources for multimedia developers. 

12.  a) Classify the characteristics of sound and digital audio. 

(OR) 

b) List out the uses of digital video in multimedia application. 

13.  a) Write short notes on building blocks in multimedia. 

(OR) 

b) Describe about story boarding in multimedia. 

14.  a) Discuss the HTML and web authoring in multimedia. 

(OR) 

b) Explain about multimedia considerations for the internet. 

15.  a) What is text?  List out its elements. 

(OR) 

b) Mention the uses of graphics in multimedia applications. 

Part – C (3 X 15 = 45 Marks) 

Answer any THREE questions from the following           

16. Briefly describe about multimedia computer architecture. 

17. Illustrate about digital video data sizing in multimedia. 

18. What is authoring tool? Explain its categories and selecting the right authoring paradigm. 

19. Elaborate the design consideration for WebPages and the multimedia development team.  

20.Describe about text data files and its use in multimedia applications. 
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